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Abstract 11 

This paper examines the trends in summer time heat events for the Pacific Northwest in 12 

observations and a regional climate model ensemble. Heat events are identified by the 13 

temperature threshold for several percentile values computed over 10-year intervals (85, 90, 95, 14 

and absolute maximum) to differentiate heat events of different intensities. For the stations 15 

analyzed, the observed rate of warming during heat events is not statistically different from the 16 

median warming rate since the 1950s. However, for projections to 2100, hot days show a 17 

statistically significant increase in the warming rate compared to the warming rate for median 18 

days. Depending on location, the 95th percentile daily maximum temperature shows a warming 19 

rate of up to 0.2°C per decade above the median warming rate. The divergence in the trends of 20 

median and extreme temperature shows substantial regional variation depending on local terrain 21 

and coastlines. The warming trend during hot days is related to the unique circulation patterns 22 

during heat events, which respond to different feedbacks and amplifying effects in the land-23 

atmosphere system from those that prevail during typical days. The regional climate model 24 

simulations are taken from an ensemble of Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model 25 

simulations forced by 12 global climate model simulations from the 5th Climate Model 26 

Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) using the RCP8.5 emissions scenario and 12-km grid spacing. 27 

Significance Statement 28 

The heat wave of June 2021 had substantial societal and ecological impacts, illustrating 29 

vulnerability to record shattering events. This paper addresses whether climate change can cause 30 

heat events in the Pacific Northwest to warm at a more rapid rate than typical days. Based on 31 

observations, in the recent past, the hottest days warmed at about the same rate as typical days in 32 

the recent past. However, results from a high-resolution climate model show a higher rate of 33 

warming during the warmest days relative to median days under the most aggressive future 34 

emissions scenario. This effect could cause heat waves to become more intense relative to typical 35 

days by 2100, making adaptation to extreme events more difficult.  36 
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I. Introduction 37 

In June 2021, a severe heat wave event in the United States Pacific Northwest resulted in 38 

daytime high temperatures on 28 June 2021 of 42°C (108°F) at the Seattle-Tacoma (SeaTac), 39 

WA, and 47°C (116°F) at the Portland, OR, airport weather stations. This event exceeded the 40 

previous record high temperature at SeaTac by 2.8°C and at Portland by 5°C. The meteorological 41 

conditions during the event consisted of an anomalously strong and persistent high-pressure 42 

ridge over the western U.S. that yielded a combination of strong large-scale subsidence warming 43 

and anomalous easterly flow, advecting hot continental air toward the coast (Overland 2021). 44 

This rare and intense circulation pattern, within the background of steadily increasing mean 45 

temperatures, resulted in the record high temperatures. Record-shattering events like this present 46 

a significant challenge in adapting to climate change (Fischer et al. 2021). Where climate 47 

processes can cause extremes to increase more rapidly than the mean climate, the vulnerability of 48 

natural and human systems to future extreme events is substantially increased. The recent event, 49 

and its unprecedented anomaly relative to past events, clearly illustrates this concern. The region 50 

was wholly unprepared for the consequences of such temperature extremes, which resulted in a 51 

substantial increase in the human death rate, significant ecological damage, and rapid glacial 52 

collapse (Klein et al. 2022; Overland 2021). Given that adaptation to climate change will tend to 53 

respond to changes in the mean climate, it is critically important to understand how future heat 54 

events in the region respond to climate change in ways that differ from the mean climate 55 

response.  56 

The simplest assumption is that, at least in the near term, non-linear interactions with 57 

global warming will be small and the circulation patterns responsible for heat events will remain 58 

similar to the past. In this case, one might expect the probability distribution of daily 59 

temperatures in any decade to increase uniformly with the median temperature (as for example, 60 

Fig 2.32a in Folland et al (2001)), and all temperature percentiles would increase at the same rate 61 

as the median. Rhines and Huybers (2013) argue this assumption is justified by the observations 62 

of summer-time average temperature and allows for most of the important features of increasing 63 

extreme events due to climate change. However, Donat and Alexander (2012) found regionally-64 

dependent shifts in the variance and skewness of daily temperature anomalies for 1981-2010 65 

compared to 1951-1980, and suggest that extreme events have become more extreme relative to 66 

the mean in recent decades. A number of studies hypothesize processes that could cause extreme 67 
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events to change at a different rate than the mean climate, for example soil-moisture feedbacks 68 

could amplify extremes (Seneviratne et al. 2014) while weakening off-shore winds along the 69 

west coast (Brewer and Mass 2016) could reduce extremes.  70 

In this paper, we use historic station records of maximum daily temperature and the 71 

results of a high-resolution regional climate model ensemble to examine the relative trends in 72 

extreme and median temperatures. We seek to establish whether there has been a difference in 73 

the warming trend of extreme temperatures compared to median temperatures historically and 74 

whether a high-resolution climate model projects such a difference for the future. We focus 75 

specifically on heat waves in the Pacific Northwest, which is governed by unique meteorological 76 

and climatological conditions controlled by complex terrain and coastlines. To establish the 77 

effect of climate change on typical days and high-temperature days, we examine the temperature 78 

within 10-year periods at multiple percentile thresholds, the 50% (median), 80%, 95%, 99%, and 79 

100% (decadal maximum) of daily maximum temperature during the months May through 80 

September. 81 

II. Regional Climate Model Ensemble 82 

This paper analyzes an ensemble of twelve high-resolution regional climate simulations, 83 

created by dynamically downscaling CMIP5 global climate simulations (Taylor et al. 2012). This 84 

downscaling uses the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Weather Research and 85 

Forecasting (WRF) model run at 12-km grid spacing, which allows realistic simulation of key 86 

mesoscale features. The simulations include a large 36-km domain with a nested 12-km domain 87 

over the northwestern U.S. (Figure 1). Ensemble results are evaluated and analyzed in detail by 88 

Mass et al (2022). 89 

The global model simulations used in the ensemble are all based on the RCP 8.5 90 

greenhouse gas emissions scenario, the most aggressive scenario used in CMIP5. This scenario 91 

affords a tool to simulate and explore a strong signal in the mesoscale response to climate 92 

change. However, it may well represent unrealistic greenhouse gas concentrations later in the 93 

century (Hausfather and Peters 2020), and the results presented here should not be interpreted as 94 

the most likely outcome, subject to greenhouse gas mitigation actions to avoid the extreme 95 

emissions represented in RCP 8.5. 96 
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 97 

Figure 1. Study region and domain for WRF simulations; shading indicates terrain height on the 12-km 98 

WRF grid. Station locations discussed in the text are marked by letters A, C, S, and W. 99 

Full technical details on the regional climate model simulations are given in Mass et al 100 

(2022) and the following summary is derived from there with minor modifications. The WRF 101 

model configuration used for the climate ensemble has been evaluated n previous studies (Zhang 102 

et al. 2009; Duliére et al. 2011), and a similar configuration has been used for numerical weather 103 

prediction over the same domain for nearly two decades (Mass et al. 2003). WRF is a non-104 

hydrostatic mesoscale modeling system designed to serve both operational forecasting and 105 

atmospheric research (Skamarock et al. 2008) and has been applied extensively for regional 106 

climate model (RCM) simulations (e.g., Duffy et al. 2006; Salathé et al. 2014). The simulations 107 

presented in this paper applied WRF version 3.8.1 using the following parameterization choices: 108 

Thompson microphysics (Thompson and Eidhammer 2014), the Yonsei University (YSU) 109 

planetary boundary scheme (Hong et al. 2006), the Grell-Freitas cumulus parameterization (Grell 110 

and Freitas 2014), the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model G (RRTMG) for long-wave and short-111 

wave radiation (Iacono et al. 2008), and the Noah-MP land surface (Niu et al. 2011). the 36-km 112 

domain is nudged (grid nudging) toward the parent GCM, while the interior 12-km domain is not 113 
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nudged, but forced on its lateral boundaries by the surrounding coarser (36-km) mesh. Gridded 114 

analysis nudging was applied to wind, temperature, and moisture fields above the planetary 115 

boundary layer and only wind near the surface. To enhance the model’s ability to simulate 116 

mesoscale features on the outer domain, nudging coefficients were set to 1/3 the default values 117 

for temperature and wind (10-4) and near zero for moisture (10-6). The same WRF model physics 118 

options and configuration were used for all members of the high-resolution WRF ensemble. 119 

III. Observed trends from station records 120 

We begin this analysis with the observed daily maximum temperatures at several stations 121 

from the Global Historical Climatology Network Daily dataset; see Table 1 for station 122 

information. Data were analyzed for the warm-season months May through September. For each 123 

decade, the temperature threshold at several percentiles was found from the 1,530 individual 124 

days. We present results for the percentiles 50 (median), 85, 95, 99, and 100 (absolute 125 

maximum). The notation TmaxPct indicates the daily maximum temperature at the percentile 126 

Pct; Tmax50 is the median value and Tmax99 is the 99th percentile. The observed daily 127 

maximum temperature is greater than or equal to Tmax99 on 1% of summer days, or 15 days per 128 

decade. Assuming the probability distribution is stationary within a decade, the percentiles 129 

computed over the decade would be the theoretical distribution for any single year. However, the 130 

decadal period is more likely to sample rare extreme events, yielding higher values at the 131 

uppermost percentiles than would be found in most years. Decadal absolute maximum 132 

(Tmax100), in particular, will always be higher than the average of yearly absolute maxima 133 

during a decade. 134 

Station Name Lat Lon Elev (m) 

USW00024233 SEATAC 47.4 -122.3 112.8 

USC00459074 WENATCHEE 47.4 -120.3 190.8 

USC00451276 CENTRALIA 46.7 -123.0 56.4 

USC00450008 ABERDEEN 47.0 -123.8 3.0 

Table 1. Stations analyzed. 135 

Figure 2 shows the threshold values for each decade and percentile observed at the 136 

SeaTac airport station, south of Seattle, WA. A linear fit is found for each threshold value, with 137 

the lines in Fig. 2 showing the warming trend across the probability distribution. To allow easier 138 

comparison of the trends, Fig 2 (right) shows the anomaly temperatures computed relative to the 139 

linear fit for the decade 1950-1959. This figure shows differences in the trends at each threshold, 140 

with the high extremes showing slightly lower trends than the mean temperature. The linear fit 141 
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statistics are shown in Table 2. From the low correlation and high p-values of the linear fit, the 142 

trends in Tmax99 and Tmax100 are not statistically significant. Trends at lower thresholds are 143 

weakly statistically significant, and not distinguishable from each other within the error range. 144 

As in most other locations, historic trends in daily Tmin, which are not discussed here, show 145 

statistically significant positive trends at all percentiles. The lack of significance in the upper 146 

thresholds is a consequence of the greater degree of random variability in the low sample sizes 147 

associated with rare events, which obscures any potential underlying trend. For example, a 148 

severe heat event occurred in 2009, matching the June 2020 event at some stations, yet no severe 149 

events occurred in the 2010s. Had the 2009 event occurred a year later, the statistical 150 

representation would appear quite different. Based on these results, it is not possible to reject the 151 

hypothesis that recent temperature trends are uniform across percentiles. Altyernatively, any 152 

effects causing a different warming trend during heat events compared to median days is small 153 

compared to natural variability. 154 

 155 
Figure 2. Temperature percentile thresholds for summer-time daily values observed at the SeaTac airport 156 

station. Values are for the decade starting at the year indicated. The panel on the right shows the 157 

anomaly relative to the linear fit valure for the 1950s.  158 

This analysis was repeated for three additional stations: Centralia, WA, which is south of 159 

SeaTac and lacks the marine influence of Puget Sound; Wenatchee, WA, east of the Cascade 160 

Range in the Columbia Plateau; and Aberdeen, WA, on the Pacific coast. Aside from somewhat 161 

lower statistical significance of trends at Centralia, the overall warming trends for inland stations 162 

are similar and do not show consistent differences by percentile. There is no statistically 163 

significant warming in daily maximum temperature observed at Aberdeen over this period due to 164 
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the influence of the northeastern coastal Pacific, which has not warmed substantially during this 165 

period (see, for example, Desbruyères et al. (2017) or NOAA National Centers for 166 

Environmental Information (2020)). 167 

  Percentile Slope (°C/decade) Correlation P_value 

SEATAC 50 0.22 0.75 0.05 

  80 0.32 0.83 0.02 

  95 0.24 0.76 0.05 

  99 0.16 0.61 0.14 

  100 0.14 0.24 0.61 

WENATCHEE 50 0.20 0.81 0.03 

  80 0.22 0.61 0.15 

  95 0.22 0.61 0.15 

  99 0.27 0.58 0.17 

  100 0.22 0.47 0.29 

ABERDEEN 50 -0.14 -0.69 0.09 

  80 -0.20 -0.81 0.03 

  95 0.02 0.20 0.66 

  99 0.00 0.01 0.99 

  100 -0.08 -0.11 0.82 

CENTRALIA 50 -0.06 -0.31 0.50 

  80 0.10 0.43 0.34 

  95 0.04 0.29 0.53 

  99 0.01 0.04 0.94 

  100 0.18 0.27 0.56 

Table 2. Tmax Regression Statistics for station observations 1950-2019. 168 

IV. Simulated trends from WRF Ensemble 169 

We now turn to a similar analysis of the trends in temperature percentiles simulated in the 170 

WRF ensemble for the recent past and projected for the future. Figure 3 shows Tmax50 (left) and 171 

Tmax99 (right) values for each ensemble member and each decade for the SeaTac station; colors 172 

indicate ensemble members. The black dots and error bars show the ensemble mean and standard 173 

deviation for each decade. Relative to the station observations, the WRF ensemble mean has a 174 

4°C warm bias, likely a combination of biases originating the forcing GCMs combined with a 175 

warm bias in the WRF simulation (see Mass et al. 2022). Due to their coarse grids, both the 176 

GCM and WRF land masks reduce the influence of Puget Sound, and the elevation of the grid 177 

cells are lower than the physical station elevation (even the 12-km WRF grid elevation is too 178 

low, 54 m versus 130 m). Both effects would tend to make the WRF temperature higher than 179 

observed. Furthermore, there is considerable spread in bias across the ensemble due to 180 

differences in the underlying global models, with a standard deviation in the mean of 1.5°C. At 181 

both percentiles, temperatures increase slowly for the first few decades, with a substantially 182 
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steeper slope following the 2020s. With the exception of the FGOALS-G2 model, all ensemble 183 

members show a similar trend, and the ensemble spread does not increase substantially over 184 

time, as indicated by the error bars.  185 

 186 
Figure 3. Tmax50 (top) and Tmax99 (bottom) values for each ensemble member and each decade 187 

simulated at the SeaTac station; colors indicate ensemble members. The black dots and error bars 188 

show the ensemble mean and standard deviation for each decade. 189 
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  190 
Figure 4. Tmax99 at SeaTac simulated in two ensemble members showing the signal of decadal 191 

variability. Black dots show decadal means; green lines a running 30-year mean. 192 

Temperature thresholds are computed for 10-year periods, and are subject to considerable 193 

sampling noise and internal variability within any single ensemble member, as can be seen in Fig 194 

3. Internal variability remains even computing the percentiles over 30-year periods. In Fig 4, the 195 

decadal values of Tmax99 are compared with values computed from a rolling 30-year interval for 196 

two ensemble members, CCSM4 and GISS-E2-H. The 30-year window shows a clear reduction 197 

in statistical noise while maintaining cyclic decadal variability around the overall trend, 198 

particularly evident in the GISS-E2-H simulation. A single ensemble member can produce 199 

substantial variations in the trend of extreme events over time, with prolonged periods of 200 

apparent amplified warming or of negligible warming. Since unforced internal variability is 201 

independent in each global model, the ensemble mean (Fig 3, black dots) effectively eliminates 202 

effects of interannual variability, giving a nearly monotonic increase in Tmax thresholds 203 

following the external greenhouse gas forcing. The actual trajectory of the future climate, 204 

however, will likely contain the much higher variability of individual ensemble members. Given 205 

the changing probability distribution of temperatures over time, the 10-year sample used here is a 206 

compromise between a short enough period to excluding the trend and a long enough period for 207 

adequate sampling, using an ensemble, however, allows for the shorter interval.  208 

Given the upward curvature in the temperature thresholds, we separate the record into 209 

two periods 1970-2010 and 2020s-2090s. Based on the residuals, a linear fit is a statistically 210 

justified representation of the temporal behavior in each period, and will be used here to 211 

characterize the rates of increase. For the period 1970 to 2019, the positive slope in the simulated 212 
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ensemble-mean Tmax percentiles at SeaTac (Table 3) is similar to the observed trends for 1950-213 

2019, but with more uniformly positive trends at all percentiles. Since the model ensemble 214 

includes 12 samples for each decade, statistical noise and internal variability are substantially 215 

reduced relative to the observations, improving the statistical significance of the computed 216 

trends. The correlation and p-values indicate moderate to high confidence in the positive trends 217 

at all thresholds. However, as with the observations, there is very little difference in the trends 218 

for different percentiles, with no indication that the higher percentiles exhibit a larger warming 219 

trend than the median. Results for other stations (not shown) are qualitatively similar. The 220 

simulated results bolster the case that the lack of clear trends for Tmax99 and Tmax100 in the 221 

observations (Table 2) is the result of natural variability masking an underlying warming 222 

tendency across the probability distribution. 223 

Percentile Slope (°C/decade) Correlation P_value 

50 0.310 0.936 0.019 

80 0.313 0.939 0.018 

95 0.240 0.936 0.019 

99 0.228 0.934 0.020 

100 0.269 0.974 0.005 

Table 3. Tmax Regression Statistics for WRF ensemble 1970-2019 at SeaTac. 224 

In contrast to the historical period, for the future period (2020-2099), all percentiles show 225 

strongly significant positive trends at all stations, as shown graphically for SeaTac in Fig 5 and 226 

numerically for all stations in Table 4. In all cases, decadal Tmax thresholds are highly correlated 227 

with time and the linear fit is statistically significant with high confidence. The trend in Tmax50 228 

is about double the trend during the 1970-2019 period. Higher percentiles show progressively 229 

greater trends than lower percentiles. Furthermore, based on error analysis using a t-test against 230 

the standard deviation in the slopes from individual ensemble members, we may reject the 231 

hypothesis that the slopes in ensemble-mean Tmax50 and Tmax99 are equal. For individual 232 

ensemble members, however, only 7 out of 12 show a statistically significant difference in the 233 

trends at the 50th and 99th percentiles. In the 7 decades from the 2020s to the 2090s, the median 234 

temperature (Tmax50) at SeaTac increases by 4.3°C, while Tmax99 increases by 5.1°C and 235 

Tmax100 by 5.3°C in the ensemble mean.  236 

The results for the SeaTac station differ from surrounding locations, illustrating how the 237 

specific characteristics of heat wave dynamics and warming trends vary with small distances 238 

across the region. In particular, proximity to the ocean has a substantial influence: At Wenatchee, 239 
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Washington, 150 km to the east and across the Cascade Range on the arid Columbia Plateau, the 240 

warming trends are distinctly greater than for Seattle at all percentiles. At Aberdeen, 241 

Washington, 125 km to the west-southwest and on the Pacific coast, the warming trends are 242 

distinctly lower than for SeaTac at all percentiles.  243 

  Percentile Slope (°C/decade) Correlation P_value Difference to 50% 

SEATAC 50 0.61 1.00 0.00 0.00 

  80 0.64 1.00 0.00 0.03 

  95 0.67 1.00 0.00 0.06 

  99 0.72 1.00 0.00 0.11 

  100 0.76 1.00 0.00 0.15 

WENATCHEE 50 0.72 1.00 0.00 0.00 

  80 0.78 1.00 0.00 0.06 

  95 0.81 1.00 0.00 0.09 

  99 0.84 1.00 0.00 0.13 

  100 0.84 1.00 0.00 0.12 

ABERDEEN 50 0.51 1.00 0.00 0.00 

  80 0.51 1.00 0.00 0.00 

  95 0.51 0.99 0.00 0.01 

  99 0.57 0.98 0.00 0.07 

  100 0.67 0.97 0.00 0.17 

CENTRALIA 50 0.57 1.00 0.00 0.00 

  80 0.63 1.00 0.00 0.06 

  95 0.70 1.00 0.00 0.13 

  99 0.80 0.99 0.00 0.23 

  100 0.83 0.99 0.00 0.26 

Table 4. Tmax Regression Statistics for WRF ensemble 2020-2099. 244 

 245 

Figure 5. Temperature percentile thresholds for summer-time daily values simulated in the WRF 246 

ensemble mean for the SeaTac airport station location. Values are for the decade starting at the year 247 

indicated. The panel on the right shows the anomaly relative to the linear fit valure for the 2020s. 248 
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The way trends diverge across temperature percentiles is very different for each of the 249 

four stations; note the final column in Table 4 indicating how trends for higher temperature 250 

thresholds diverge from the median warming. However, the amount of divergence in median and 251 

extreme temperatures is not related either to the median temperature or the rate of median 252 

warming. Compared to SeaTac, trends at Wenatchee are larger at all percentiles, with a similar 253 

progression to higher trends at higher percentiles. The high rate of warming at Wenatchee is 254 

typical of continental regions and may also reflect land-surface feedbacks that amplify extremes 255 

in arid climates (e.g. Seneviratne et al. 2010; Fischer and Schär 2009; Kharin et al. 2018). At 256 

Aberdeen on the Pacific coast, lower trends are simulated at all percentiles compared to SeaTac 257 

on Puget Sound, with little progression to higher warming for extreme events except for the 258 

absolute warmest days, which show an amplified warming. Temperatures at Aberdeen are 259 

substantially moderated across the probability distribution by the cool North Pacific waters, 260 

which warm slowly with climate change, but this effect may not hold for the absolute warmest 261 

days with strong offshore winds. Finally, the warming rate at Centralia, west of the Cascades but 262 

away from major water bodies, is similar to SeaTac for lower percentiles. However, this station 263 

shows substantially greater amplification in the trend for extreme events, with the trend for the 264 

warmest events becoming similar to trends at Wenatchee. Of the four stations, Centralia shows 265 

by far the greatest divergence in temperature trends across percentiles. 266 

To illustrate this complex geographical behavior, Fig 6 shows the difference in the trends 267 

of decadal ensemble-mean Tmax50 and Tmax99 across the full WRF domain. The locations of 268 

the four stations discussed above are marked with the initial letter. For much of the interior of the 269 

domain, away from complex topography or and large water bodies (southern Idaho, Nevada, and 270 

Utah), extreme events warm at a similar rate to the median Tmax. However, much of the region 271 

exhibits a substantially higher warming rate during heat events than for the median, most 272 

obviously in the region around the Cascade Range and Puget Sound. The pattern follows the 273 

terrain, with amplification seen on both slopes of the Cascade Range, but particularly on the 274 

western slopes. The highest elevations show a reverse effect, with extremes increasing more 275 

slowly than the median, likely due to the impact of snow cover on the energy budget. The high-276 

resolution grid nicely resolves the influence of Puget Sound, and the model simulates a 277 

moderation in the warming trend for extreme events over the Puget Sound Basin compared to the 278 

surrounding land area. 279 
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 280 
Figure 6. WRF Ensemble mean Tmax99 slope minus Tmax50 Slope for the period 2020-2099. Solid 281 

(dashed) contours indicate statistically significant positive (negative) differences. 282 

The terrain barriers show a clear influence on the divergence in warming rates. To 283 

illustrate this effect, Fig 7 shows results along two East-West transects. The left panels in Fig. 7 284 

follow a line through SeaTac and Wenatchee (marked S and W in Fig. 6); right panels follow a 285 

parallel transect passing through Centralia (marked C in Fig. 6). The transects start just off the 286 

coast in the west and end at the west slope of the Rocky Mountains in the east. In both transects, 287 

we see that the trends in Tmax50 and Tmax99 are relatively uniform east of the Cascade Range, 288 

with the Tmax99 slope about 0.1 °C/decade larger. The warming rate for both percentiles 289 

decreases at the coast. However, for Tmax50, the slope drops immediately west of the Cascade 290 

crest, converging to the maritime trend. The trend in Tmax99, however, remains high across the 291 

crest, only dropping at the coast itself.  292 
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 293 
Figure 7. East-west cross sections from Fig 6. Left panels show crossections passing through SeaTac; 294 

right panels through Centralia . 295 

For the SeaTac transect, there is a distinct drop in the slope of Tmax99 at Puget Sound 296 

(-122.5° longitude), which results in a much smaller difference with the slope of Tmax50 297 

compared to surrounding points. Likewise, the effect of the coastal Olympic Mountains 298 

at -123.5° longitude appear to limit the influence of the North Pacific on the Tmax50 warming 299 

rate, which remains uniform between the two barriers. In contrast, in the Centralia transect, the 300 

effects of Puget Sound and the Olympics are minimal, and the slope in Tmax99 remails high 301 

from the Columbia Plateau to the coast while the slope in Tmax50 drops quickly from the 302 

Cascade Crest, yielding a considerable amplification warming of heat events compared to at 303 

SeaTac. Note the similar amplification on the west slopes of the Rocky Mountains, which 304 

suggest this effect is not simply due to easterly winds minimizing a prevailing maritime 305 

influence, but also related to adiabatic warming across the terrain. 306 

This pattern is a clear signature of the documented synoptic and mesoscale conditions 307 

during heat waves in the region (Brewer et al. 2013; Bumbaco et al. 2013; Chien et al. 1997; 308 

Mass et al. 1986). Heat waves in the region typically begin with an upper-level ridge that 309 
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produces large-scale subsidence and clear skies, warming the surface and lower troposphere. As 310 

surface pressure increases in the interior, winds become offshore, producing down slope flow on 311 

the west slopes of the major terrain barriers and displacing the typical cool maritime air. These 312 

dynamics explain the pattern seen in the cross sections above: The warming rate on median days 313 

is moderated by the slow ocean warming. During heat events, however, air from the continental 314 

interior covers the region, and the warming rate is controlled by the more rapid warming of the 315 

interior. Furthermore, any land-surface feedbacks that enhance future heat extremes over the arid 316 

interior Columbia Basin would be transported to the coastal regions. 317 

An additional mechanism could be related to changes in cloud cover and precipitation. As 318 

shown in Mass et al. (2022), Figure 7, summertime precipitation is projected to decrease along 319 

coastal Washington and Oregon where we simulate diverging trends of Tmax50 and Tmax99. 320 

Precipitation increases in eastern Oregon and northern Nevada where the trends in are similar. 321 

The patterns are not fully aligned, however, and it is not clear that changes in precipitation or 322 

associated cloud cover would have a greater impact on hot days than on median days. 323 

V. Conclusions 324 

The modeling results presented above indicate quite clearly that at some locations, the 325 

temperature on the warmest days will warm at a higher rate than on median days in the future. 326 

This behavior, however, is far from universal even within the study domain and is closely related 327 

to the effects of topography and land-water contrasts. Several mesoscale effects could be 328 

responsible for the simulated geographical patterns. First, west of the Cascade Range, the 329 

warming rate during median days appears to be moderated by the cool North Pacific and onshore 330 

flow while the warming rate during heat events appears to be amplified by downslope flow 331 

across the Cascade crest. Secondly, the interior plateau warms at a substantially higher rate than 332 

the coastal zone, especially during heat events. In addition, it is possible that changes in 333 

precipitation or cloud cover may be affecting the warming trends. Taken together, these results 334 

indicate that the future warming rate during heat events in western Washington could be 335 

controlled by non-local mesoscale feedbacks and circulation patterns. Understanding future heat 336 

events in the Seattle region requires understanding the feedbacks during extreme heat events 337 

across the Cascades, which establish the warming trend of these events. 338 

The differences in the trends show here are statistically significant, but in a practical 339 

sense, could be masked by natural variability in the actual evolution of the atmosphere. 340 
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Furthermore, these trends are only evident due to the strong climate response simulated for the 341 

end of the century with the RCP8.5 scenario. Arguably, the simulated increased rate of warming 342 

during 99th percentile events, of less than 0.2°C per decade may not create significantly greater 343 

impacts than would be found based on the trend in the median daily maximum temperature. 344 

However, the evidence that the warming rate during extreme events in one location is linked to a 345 

distant set of feedbacks in the land-atmosphere system is significant. Additionally, events like 346 

the heat wave in June 2021 have the greatest impacts. These events are outside the range of 347 

recent experience and do not allow for natural adaptation and acclimation to changing climate. 348 

This evidence that extreme heat events are connected to climate processes far away increases the 349 

plausibility that future heat events will not conform to recent experience, shattering records. 350 
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